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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category, cat X, of a space X is the least integer m such that 
X is the union of m + 1 open sets, each contractible in X. It is a homotopy invariant, i.e. it 
depends only on the homotopy type of X. If X is a simply connected CW complex then its 
rational LS category is the LS category of the rationalisation X,. It satisfies cat X, d cat X. 
Here we consider CW complexes, X, that are simply connected and whose rational 
homology is finite-dimensional in each degree. For such spaces we shall show that cat X, 
depends only on the structure of C,(X; Q) as a module over the cochain algebra C*(X; Q) 
and we shall give an explicit homological recipe for computing cat X, from this data. This 
exhibits cat Xc as a “homological” invariant, from which we easily deduce the 
THEOREM 1. IjX and Y are simply connected CW complexes with rational homology of 
finite type then 
cat(X, x Y,) = cat Xc + cat Yo 
In general, the calculation of the LS category of a product is more subtle. Takens [l l] 
showed that cat(X x Y) < cat X + cat Y; however, the inequality can be strict. For 
example, if the reduced homology of X is all p-primary torsion then X V Y, 3 X x Y,, and 
so cat(X x Yo) = max(cat X, cat Yo). (Note that in this case both X and Y are p-local.) 
However, all known examples of inequality have this flavour, which led Ganea to conjecture 
that cat(X x S”) = cat X + 1 for all spaces X, and also led two of us [2] to conjecture 
the formula above in 1980. Ganea’s conjecture was proved for rational spaces by 
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Hess and Jessup in [8,9], and the formula above now extends their result to general 
products. 
The recipe we provide for cat Xo makes use of Toomer’s invariant e(X) [12], introduced 
in an early attempt to compute rational LS category. Any CW complex X has the 
homotopy type of an inductive limit of spaces {pt} = G,,(X) c G,(X) c ... + X in which 
Gk+ i(X) is constructed by coning the homotopy fibre of @k :G,(X) + X. Ganea [S] showed 
that the LS category of X is the least k such that @k admits a homotopy section, while e(X) is 
defined to be the least k such that H*(&) is surjective. This construction commutes with 
rationalisation, so that e(Xo) is the least k such that H*(@k; Q) is injective. 
In this paper we define analogous invariants for any module over a homologically 
l-connected cochain algebra. We denote these invariants by meat and e, and prove for 
simply connected spaces X with rational homology of finite type that 
mcat(C*(X; Q)) = e(C,(X; Q)). 
For the case of C*(X;Q) considered as a module over itself, e coincides with Toomer’s 
invariant (cf. [12]) and meat was first defined by Halperin and Lemaire in [7]. The 
fundamental result of Hess [8] combined with [7,2] shows that cat(Xo) = mcat(C*(X; Q)). 
There follows 
THEOREM 2. For simply connected spaces, X with H,(X; 62) of finite type, cat Xo = 
e(C,(X; Q)). 
Moreover, if H*(X;Q) satisfies Poincart duality then C*(X;Q) and C,(X;Q) are 
quasi-isomorphic as C*(X; Q) modules. Given Theorem 2 this proves 
THEOREM 3. If X is a simply connected space and H*(X; Q) is a Poincarb duality algebra 
then cat Xo = e(X,). In particular, this holds for rationally elliptic spaces [6]. 
Note that the hypothesis of Poincare duality in Theorem 3 is essential: the Lemaire- 
Sigrist example [lo] satisfies cat Xo = 3, e(Xo) = 2 and the Felix-Halperin-Thomas 
example [3] satisfies cat Xo = cc, e(X,) = 2. 
2. MODULES OVER A DGA 
Fix a commutative ground ring 06. A differential graded Ila-module (I’, d) is a E-graded 
b-module I/ = { I”)i E z together with a differential of degree 1. A quasi-isomorphism in 
a category of differential graded h-modules is a morphism in the category inducing an 
isomorphism of homology; this is indicated by 7. 
A differential graded algebra (R, d) is such a differential graded lk-module quipped with 
an associative multiplication R @ R + R and 1 E R” such that d(r,rJ = (dr,)r, + 
( _ l)degr, rl (dr2). A (left) (R, d)-module (M, d) is a differential graded 06-module together with 
a graded module structure R @ M + M satisfying d(r.m) = (dr)m + ( - l)d”g’r.(dm). Two 
morphismsf, g :(M,d) --) (N,d) of (R,d)-modules are homotopic (f- g) if there is a linear 
map h : M -+ N of degree - 1 (the homotopy) satisfying h(r* m) = ( - l)deg*r * h(m) and 
f-g=dh+hd. 
An (R,d)-module is semifree [l] if it is the union of a sequence 0 = P( - 1) c 
(P(O), 4 = ... of submodules uch that each P(k)/P(k - 1) g (R,d)) @,(V(k),O) with V(k) 
a free graded &-module. We recall three basic properties: 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 (Felix et al. [4]). (1) F or any (R,d)-module (M,d) there is a quasi- 
isomorphism a: (P, d) 7 (M, d) of (R, d)-modules with (P, d) semifree. (a is called a semifree 
resolution.) 
(2) Suppose a and Z3 are quasi-isomorphism of left (resp. right) (R, d)-module. If either a or 
p is a morphism of semifree modules then /? @n a is a quasi-isomorphism. 
(3) Given (R, d)-module morphisms 
with (P,d) semifree and /I a quasi-isomorphism, there exists a unique homotopy class of 
morphisms y : (P, d) + (N, d) such that by - a. 
Finally, suppose cp :(M, d) + (M’, d) is a morphism of (R, d)-modules. Let a : 
(P, d) ? (M, d) and a’ : (P’, d) + (M’, d) be semifree resolutions. Then cpa lifts through a’ to 
yield a unique homotopy class of morphisms $ : (P, d) + (P’, d) such that a’$ - cpa. 
Dejnition. If there is a morphism e :(P’,d) + (P, d) such that e$ N id then e is 
a homotopy retraction for cp. 
Note that the existence of a homotopy retraction does not depend on the choice of 
semifree resolution, or of the lift Ic/, as follows easily from Proposition 2.1. 
3. LS INVARIANTS FOR MODULES OVER A FILTERED DGA 
Again let 06 be any commutative ground ring. Fix a DGA, (R, d), equipped with a fixed 
decreasing filtration 9 by graded differential ideals R = I0 I I’ 1 ... 2 Zk I ... satisfying 
zj.zk ,= z.i+k. 
We now introduce invariants meat, and e, defined for any module (M,d) and which 
reject the relation of M to thefiltration of R. We begin with some remarks that depend on 
Proposition 2.1. 
l If p:(P,d)S(Q,d) . is a q uasi-isomorphism of semifree (R,d)-modules then there is 
a homotopy inverse morphism $ : (Q, d) 7 (P, d) : cptj - id and +cp - id. 
l In particular cp, $ and the homotopies factor yield homotopy equivalences 
(P/Zk+‘P,d)&(Q/Zk+‘Q,d), k 3 0. 
B 
l Thus, the projection ep : (P, d) -+ (P/Zk+ ‘P, d) admits a homotopy retraction if and 
only if QQ : (Q, d) + (Q/Zk”Q, d) does. 
0 Similarly, H(gp) is injective if and only if H(eQ) is. 
In view of these remarks we can make the: 
Definition 3.1. (i) mcat,(M,d) is the least integer k (or co) such that for some (equiva- 
lently, for any) semifree resolution a: (P,d) 7 (M, d) the projection (P,d) + 
(P/Zk’ ‘P, d) admits a homotopy retraction. 
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(ii) e,$(M,d) is the least integer k (or co) such that for some (equivalently, for any) 
semifree resolution GI :(P, d) 7 (M, d), the projection (P, d) -+ (P/lk+ ‘P, d) is injective in 
homology. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any (R, d)-module, (M, d) we have 
(i) e/(M, d) < mcat,,(M,d). 
(ii) Zf (M,d) is q uasi-isomorphic to the (R, d)-module (N, d) then mcat,,(M, d) = 
mcat+(N, d) and eJM, d) = e,$(N, d). 
(iii) Zf the composite of two (R, d)-module morphisms (M, d) 4 (N, d) 4 (L, d) is a quasi- 
isomorphism then 
mcat,(M, d) < mcat,(N, d). 
(iv) of a morphism (M,d) --) (N, d) of (R,d)-modules is injective in homology then 
e,(M, d) d e.AN, d). 
(v) Iflk+‘. M = 0 then mcat,9(M,d) <k. 
Proofi (i), (ii) and (iv) are immediate from the definitions and the remarks above. For (iii) 
we may assume all modules are semifree. In this case it reduces to a simple diagram case, 
using the fact that $cp has a homotopy inverse. For (v), choose a semifree resolution 
cp :(P, d) 1 (M, d). It factors as (P, d) 3 (P/Ik’ ’ P, d) 4 (M, d). Embed this in the homotopy 
commutative diagram 
Then a homotopy lift of fly through q provides the desired homotopy retraction. !J 
Finally, note that (R, d) is a module over itself via multiplication on the left. Recall that 
R is commutative if xy = ( - l)degxdegyy~ for all x,y E: R. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If R is commutative then 
mcat,(M, d) < mcat,(R, d) 
for all (R, d)-modules (M, d). 
Proof: Suppose mcat(R, d) = k and let (Q, d) S (R/lk+ ‘, d) be an (R, d)-semifree resolu- 
tion. Because R is commutative all left modules are simultaneously right modules and the 
tensor products - OR - inherit a natural R-module structure. 
Now we may suppose (M,d) is semifree and hence (Proposition 2.1) that 
(Q ORM, d) 1 (Milk+’ M,d) is a quasi-isomorphism of (R,d)-modules. By Proposition 
3.1(v), mcat,(Q ORM, d) < k = mcat$(R, d). 
On the other hand, by hypothesis the lift 1: (R, d) -+ (Q, d) admits a homotopy retraction 
e. Since gA ry id the composite (R ORM, d)w (Q BKM, d)* (R ORM,d) is homotopic 
to the identity. Thus, @A @ id is a quasi-isomorphism and Proposition 3.l(iii) asserts that 
mcat.,(M, d) 6 mcat,(Q OR M, d). 0 
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4. CHANGE OF DGA 
If o : (R, d) -+ (S, d) is a DGA-morphism then a a-morphism from an (R, @module (M, d) 
to an (S, d)-module (N, d) is a chain map cp :(M, d) + (N, d) satisfying q$rm) = o(r)cp(m). 
Now suppose that our ground ring 06 is a field and fix a morphism of filtered DGA’s, 
This induces a morphism E,(a) : E,(R, d) + E,(S, d) of spectral sequences, and we make the 
following further assumptions: 
l R = IO, R/I’ = 06 and IjIk c Ij’k, 
l S = Jo, S/J’ = 06 and JjJk c Jjfk, 
l CT and E,(o) are quasi-isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose cp : (M, d) + (N, d) is a a-quasi-isomorphism. With the hypothe- 
ses above, 
mcat,(M, d) = mcatd(N, d) and e,(M,d) = ey(N, 4. 
Proof. Let (P, d) 1 (M, d) be a semifree resolution. In the commutative diagram, 
(M,d)+ (N, 4 
t 
= 
T 
D ORid is a quasi-isomorphism by Proposition 2.1. It is thus sufficient to prove the 
proposition for o ORid. Note that (S @RP, d) is (S, d)-semifree. 
Choose graded subspaces IkxVxIk+‘3WxIk+’ so that do=dl=O in 
W,iIk+2 and W ? ,$,+I (R) and so that do = 0 in V/Ik+’ and dl: V/Ik+’ 5 d,(Ef(R)). Then 
V and W are differential ideals. Moreover, in the obvious spectral sequences for R/V 
and R/W, we have E,(R/V) = E,(R/W) = (Ei(R))i<k. It follows that the composite 
R/W + RIIk+ 1 -+ R/V is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence so is P/WP + P/Ik’ ‘P + P/VP. In 
particular, P is a homotopy retract of P/Ik+ ’ P if and only if it is a homotopy retract 
of P/VP. 
Now consider U = a(V) + Jk+’ and Z = a(W) + Jk+‘. Since E2(@) is an isomorphism 
it follows that Jk 3 U I> Jk+’ 3 Z 3 Jk+2 has the same properties, and also that 
5 : R/V -+ S/U is a quasi-isomorphism. 
In particular, the horizontal arrows in 
a 
I 1 
P 
(P/(V.P),d)+ (S &P/( u ’ s @R p)> 4 
are quasi-isomorphisms. Straightforward iagram chasing shows that CI admits a homotopy 
retraction if and only if /I does. Hence, mcat.,(P, d) = k if and only if mcatY(S @RP, d) = k. 
The proof that eg(P, d) = eY(S @RP, d) is even easier. 0 
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5. RATIONAL LS CATEGORY 
Let X be a simply connected space such that H,(X;Q) has finite type. Then (cf. [7]) 
there is a DGA quasi-isomorphism of the form 
where I’ = V >* is a rational vector space, TV is the tensor algebra and d: V + T r2V. 
We filter (TV, d) by the ideals T %’ = @ > kV@“, and denote the corresponding 
invariants for (TV, d)-modules imply by meat,” and erv. Then, given a second such quasi- 
isomorphism (T W, d) J C* (X; Q), there is a commutative diagram of DGA quasi-isomor- 
phisms 
in which the horizontal arrows automatically induce an isomorphism at the E2-term of the 
corresponding spectral sequences. Thus, if (M,d) is a C*(X;Q)-module it follows from 
Proposition 4.1 that mcatrv(M, d) = mcat&hrl,d) and erv(M, d) = eri+(M, d). 
DeJinition 5.1. If (M, d) is any C*(X; Q)-module then mcat(hri, d) = mcatrv(M, d) and 
e(M, d) = erv(M, d), for any choice of model ,U :(TV, d) -% C*(X; Q). 
THEOREM 2. If X is a simply connected space with H,(X;Q) of finite type then 
e(C,(X; Q)) = cat(X,). 
Proof: Let (TV, d) 7 C*(X; Q) be a free model. Choose a (TV, d)-semifree resolution 
(P, d) 7 C,(X; Q) and let Q : (P, d) + (P/Zk+ ‘P, d) be the quotient map, where Ik+ ’ = T ’ kV. 
Dualizing we have (( - )* = Homo( - , Q)) 
C*(X; Q) 1 (P*, d) ++(P/Zk+ ‘P)*,d) 
Evidently, for any cycle z E P* representing [l] E H’(P*) we have that a H a. z defines 
a quasi-isomorphism (TV, d) 7 (P*, d). If e(C,(X; Q)) = k then H(Q) is injective, H(Q*) is 
surjective and we may take z = ,Q*& But clearly I“” .f = 0 and so our quasi-isomorphism 
factors as 
(TV’,d)+(TV/T’%‘,d)+(P*,d)). 
By Proposition 3.1 we deduce that mcatTv( TV, d) < k: 
mcat,,(TV, d) 6 e(C,(X; Q)). 
On the other hand, since H,(X; Q) has finite type the inclusion of C,(X; Q) in its double 
dual is a quasi-isomorphism. The latter is in turn quasi-isomorphic to the dual (TV, d)- 
module (TV*, d) and so by Proposition 3.1, 
e(C,(X; Q)) d mcatTv(TV*, d). 
Finally, let (AW, d) be a Sullivan minimal model for X and let (AW*, d) be the dual 
(AW, d)-module. According to [7] there is a quasi-isomorphism 0: (TV, d) --f (AW, d) 
which induces an isomorphism of the &-terms of the spectral sequence. From Proposition 
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4.1 we deduce that 
and 
mcat&TV*, d) = mcat*&AW*, d) 
mcat&TV, d) = mcat,,(AIV, d). 
Proposition 3.2 asserts that mcat,,(AW*, d) d mcat,w(AW, d). 
Thus 
mcat&TV*, d) < mcatr,(TV, d). 
The inequalities above yield mcatrV(C*(X; a)) = mcatr,(TV, d) = e(C,(X; Q)). Since 
mcatry(TV, d) = mcat,,(AW, d) and cat Xo = mcat,,&AW, d) by [S, 23, the proof is 
complete. 0 
6. THE PRODUCT FORMULA 
We can now prove 
THEOREM 1. If X and Y are simply connected CW complexes with rational homology of 
finite type then 
cat(Xo x Yo) = cat Xc + cat Y,. 
Proof Let (TV, d) and (T W, d) be free models of finite type for C*(X; a) and C*( Y; a), 
and let (TZ, d) be a free model for C*(X x Y; UZ?). Then there is a DGA quasi-isomorphism 
o:(TZ,d)S(TV,d)@(TW,d), 
filtration preserving with respect o the tensor product filtration on the right. At the E,-level 
it reduces to the isomorphism 
Hence e(C,(X x Y;Q)) = e,,(TZ*,d)) = eTvBTw((TV*,d)@(TW*,d)). 
If (P,d) -5 (TV*, d) is a (TV, d)-semifree resolution and (Q, d) + (TW*, d) is a (TW, d)- 
semifree resolution then (P, d) @ (Q, d) 7 (TV*, d) @ (T W *, d) is a (TV, d) @ (T W, d)- 
semifree resolution. Write (M, d) = (P,d) @(Q, d) and Ik = T 3kV, J’ = T *‘W and 
L” = xk+[,,,,lk 0 J’; it is the mth ideal in TV @ TW. 
Now if erv(P, d) = k and eTw(Q, d) = 1 there are non-trivial homology classes in H(P) 
and H(Q) with representing cycles x E ZkP and y E J’Q. Thus x @ y E Lkf’. M represents 
a non-trivial class, and so erv o TW(M, d) > k + 1. 
Conversely, it is clear that Lk+‘+’ annihilates P/lk+ ‘P @ Q/J”‘Q. Hence, if 
P +PJIk”P and Q + Q/J”‘Q are injective in homology so is M + M/Lk+‘+‘M. This 
gives the reverse inequality e rV o TW(M, d) < eTV(P, d) + eTw(Q, d). Given the identifica- 
tions above we then have 
e(C,(X x Y; Q)) = e(C,(X; Q)) + e(C,(Y; Q)). 
Theorem 1 now follows from Theorem 2. 0 
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